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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Approximately 50 percent of urban collisions occur at intersections. Intersections
are often complex environments requiring varying levels of driver attention and
concentration. As the complexity of intersections increases, there is an increased
risk that drivers will become distracted and involved in collisions.
It is important that road safety resources be targeted at locations where high costeffectiveness can be achieved. Scientific methods to select appropriate locations
where road safety investments will yield the highest benefits are becoming more
common. As such, this study is a research assignment for the Centre of
Transportation Engineering and Planning (C-TEP) to develop a method that
systematically quantifies distractions experienced by drivers at signalized
intersections and to compare the level of driver distraction to documented safety
performance. The hypothesis to be evaluated is that signalized intersections with
lower levels of visual distraction have a higher safety performance.
Literature relevant to the topic of driver distraction at intersections was identified
through a search of international industry-standard reference guides, recent
conference proceedings, journal publications, the internet, and libraries. The key
findings from the literature review were as follows:
•
•

•

•

Advertising signs create a greater level of driver distraction compared to
other possible external elements;
Various studies and experiments have been conducted to measure driver
distraction due to roadside advertisements, ranging from the placement and
the type of sign to driver fixation;
Electronic billboards, which contain variable messages and/or moving parts,
are more likely to draw the attention of drivers and have a higher potential
to create traffic safety risks; and,
Collisions as a result of external-to-vehicle distraction appear to be underreported.

This research considers all the physical characteristics of an intersection as a
possible source of distraction. The research tests the hypothesis that the
likelihood of driver distraction from the essential driving tasks is higher at more
complex intersections, where drivers are required to evaluate more decisions in
shorter time periods.
ES-1
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As part of developing a distraction quantification methodology, a set of criteria was
established to represent the most common physical features of a roadway on an
approach to an intersection. Physical features within one hundred metres of the
intersection on each approach were taken into consideration. A methodology was
developed to objectively quantify intersection visual distraction based on the set of
criteria. The distraction levels were then compared with documented safety
performance, including average collision rates and frequencies.
A total of 28 intersections in Greater Vancouver, British Columbia and Calgary,
Alberta were included in the analysis. Based on the analysis results, it can be
concluded that when intersections are grouped by level of complexity (high,
moderate or low) there is a positive relationship within each intersection group
between intersection safety performance and the level of visual distraction due to
external-to-vehicle features. The relationship is relatively significant for highly
complex intersections.
When analyzing safety performance against individual distraction criteria,
however, no significant relationship was identified. This suggests that it is the
combined effect of the various intersection features on visual distraction that
influences safety performance.
Nonetheless, the advertising signs criteria
appeared to have the strongest relationships and this finding is consistent with
other studies that indicated advertising signs create greater level of driver
distraction compared to other possible external elements.
Further research opportunities identified by this study include:

ES-2

•

Collaborating with other road and/or research agencies to expand the data
set with additional intersections.

•

Some roadway infrastructure may have different impacts on drivers during
daytime and night time conditions. A study that compares driver distraction
during night time conditions against safety performance during night time
may be considered.

•

Expand the study to include types of traffic control other than signalized
intersections.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Study Objectives

Approximately 50 percent of urban collisions occur at intersections. Intersections
are often complex environments requiring varying levels of driver attention and
concentration. As the complexity of intersections increases and more decisions
are required in shorter time periods, there is an increased risk that drivers will
become distracted and involved in collisions.
Driver decisions include
comprehending the available physical environment, filtering out irrelevant
information, and acting upon important information. The higher the number of
information sources, the more likely that a driver will be distracted from the
essential driving tasks that need to be performed.
It is important that road safety resources be targeted at locations where high costeffectiveness can be achieved. Scientific methods to select appropriate locations
where road safety investments will yield the highest benefits are becoming more
common. As such, this study is a research assignment for the Centre of
Transportation Engineering and Planning (C-TEP) to systematically quantify visual
distractions experienced by drivers at intersections and to compare the level of
distraction to documented safety performance. The hypothesis to be evaluated is
that intersections with lower levels of visual distraction have a higher safety
performance.

1.2

Background Information

There are a number of components and factors that contribute to driver distraction.
Driver distraction is commonly broken down into visual, cognitive, and manual
distraction.
Drivers must balance the task of detecting, interpreting and
processing information on the roadway while performing various driving
manoeuvres.
Roadway distractions are generally broken down into two categories: in-vehicle
and external-to-vehicle. In-vehicle distractions are activities or items that require
the driver to remove their attention from the immediate driving task and roadway
environment for any period of time.
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Typical examples of in-vehicle distraction include cell phones, passengers, and
radio, which in many cases cannot be regulated or controlled by road authorities.
External-to-vehicle visual distractions pertain to the roadway environment’s
features or characteristics that are sometimes designed to attract drivers’
attention. For example, roadside advertisements such as billboards are designed
specifically to attract drivers’ attention. Other roadway features, such as traffic
signs, are designed to provide information and guidance to drivers.
Highly complex intersections, with multiple lane choices, a high number of signs,
many access points generating a multitude of turning movements, possibly
compounded by commercial signs, place a heavy load on the mental capacity of
drivers and could cause high levels of distraction.
The higher the sources of information that require processing and evaluation, the
more likely drivers will have difficulty detecting important information that is
necessary for safe driving.

1.3

Study Purpose

The purpose of this research study is to develop an objective method to
systematically quantify external-to-vehicle visual distractions at intersections, and
to compare this measure of distraction to documented safety performance. This
will test the hypothesis that intersections with lower levels of visual distraction
have relatively higher safety performance.

1.4

Study Scope

The focus of this study is on physical distractions that generate visual messages
external to the vehicle. This study does not take into account the following
parameters:
•
•
•
•
2

In-vehicle distractions;
External non-visual distractions;
Driver age;
Driver experience;
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•
•
•

Vehicle capability;
Temporal conditions; and
Weather conditions.

Although the elements that may cause distraction and the likelihood of being
distracted are variable between drivers, the assumption made is that visual
distraction will affect all drivers in the same manner regardless of age or driving
experience. Details about vehicle capability, weather conditions and temporal
conditions are not being captured by the objective assessment based on the
assumption that these elements have no direct influence on the presence of
roadway features such as traffic signs and traffic signal infrastructure.
Finally, for the purpose of this study, only fully signalized intersections in urban
and sub-urban areas were evaluated.

3
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2.0

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Literature Review Summaries

Literature relevant to the topic of driver distraction at intersections was identified
through a search of international industry-standard reference guides, recent
conference proceedings, journal publications, the internet, and libraries (including
the Opus International Library). The particular focus of the literature review was to
identify the external-to-vehicle elements which can lead to visual distraction and to
understand their effect on the driving task.
In total, thirteen relevant documents were identified and reviewed. The summaries
for individual documents can be found in APPENDIX A. The key findings from the
literature review were as follows:
•
•

•

•

2.2

Advertising signs create a greater level of driver distraction compared to
other possible external elements;
Various studies and experiments have been conducted to measure driver
distraction due to roadside advertisements, ranging from the placement and
the type of sign, to driver fixation;
Electronic billboards, which contain variable messages and/or moving parts,
are more likely to draw the attention of drivers and have a higher potential
to create traffic safety risks; and,
Collisions as a result of external-to-vehicle distraction appear to be underreported.

Advertising

Advertising and its effect on drivers has been an area of interest and focus of
numerous studies. Billboards and roadside advertisements are becoming more
common, and their effects on drivers are still being studied.
Advertisements posted along roadsides and intersections draw the attention of
road users and can increase the risk of drivers becoming distracted from the
immediate driving task. The distraction effects of advertisements, especially at
intersections, is of great concern as field studies performed in the past indicate a
strong link between collision rates and the presence of signs/billboards.
4
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Studies have also indicated that distraction effects at intersections can be much
more serious when drivers are unfamiliar with the area.
In addition, advertisements will create ‘visual clutter’ and when used in excess at
intersections it may interfere with drivers’ ability to detect traffic control devices
and follow the guidance provided by these devices, leading to increased risk of
accidents.

Advertising billboards can be divided into two categories, static and
dynamic/moving (tri-vision and digital). A study was carried out in Toronto by
Smiley et al. (2005) to determine the effect of dynamic advertisement billboards as
they are believed to be a larger source of distraction than static advertisement
billboards. Eye movement results indicated that video advertising can distract
drivers inappropriately. However, the study was unable to definitively conclude
that dynamic advertisement billboards caused more collisions than static
advertisement billboards.
Studies have shown large differences in driver reaction to advertisements and
found that reactions are dependent on the placement and environment in which
the sign is seen. Studies have indicated that billboards at the road level can
detract from driver attention more than advertisements which are placed at raised
heights. The extent of distraction is dependent on advertisement sign quantity,
size, proximity to traffic signs, colour, and dynamic or static components.
5
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3.0

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

3.1

Visual Distraction Criteria

A set of ten criteria was established to represent the most common physical
features of a roadway on an approach to an intersection. Sources of visual
distraction within one hundred metres of the intersection on each approach were
taken into consideration. This distance considers the functional area of an
intersection which accommodates perception-reaction distance (drivers detecting
the intersection and slowing down), manoeuvre distance (drivers making lane
changes to enter appropriate lanes) and queue-storage distance (vehicles queuing
on an approach). The ten key criteria are as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Laning
Traffic Signal Infrastructure
Access
Traffic Signs
Fixed Objects
Advertising Signs
Congestion
On-Street Parking
Bus Stops
Miscellaneous

Each criterion is described in detail below.
A.

Laning

While a single lane travel would allow drivers to narrow their focus and
concentrate on the roadway directly ahead, in a multi-lane situation drivers would
need to detect the presence of designated lanes (turn lanes, bike lanes and/or
high occupancy vehicle lanes) and make the appropriate transition.
The higher number of travel lanes at an intersection, the more information drivers
have to process, particularly when designated lanes (turn lanes and/or exclusive
lanes) exist. This may increase the likelihood of drivers being distracted from the
essential driving tasks that they need to perform.

6
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B.

Traffic Signal Infrastructure
Drivers depend on traffic signals for guidance
on when it is safe to proceed through an
intersection. Primary signal heads that are
located directly in the centre of drivers’ cone
of vision provide the most beneficial
information. Secondary and tertiary signal
heads also provide information when sight
obstructions exist which may limit the visibility
of the primary signal heads.

When the number of signal heads on an intersection approach is low relative to
the number of travel lanes, it becomes more difficult for drivers to detect the
presence of the signal heads, particularly when other distracting elements exist.

C.

Access

When the density of access points on an intersection approach is high, the
likelihood of conflicts associated with vehicles entering and exiting the access
points is greater. Vehicles on the intersection approach potentially have to slow
for turning traffic movements at the access points. As the number of access points
increases, driver workload and potential distraction increases.
Drivers can become more distracted when more access points exist on an
intersection approach.

D.

Traffic Signs

Traffic signage provides guidance for wayfinding. Traffic signs differ by size,
shape, colour, complexity (influencing the amount of time that drivers require to
read and comprehend the sign messages), and mounting (overhead or sidemounted).

7
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The more complex the sign, the longer it would take drivers to read the information
(time in which drivers are potentially not paying attention to the driving task).
While overhead signs are more conspicuous, side-mounted signs may require
drivers to turn their attention to the roadside rather than looking ahead.
Drivers can become more distracted when more traffic signs exist on an
intersection approach, and particularly when the signs are more complex and
located on the periphery of the driver’s field of vision.

E.

Fixed Objects

Fixed objects located close to the travel lane can contribute to safety risks,
particularly when they are unprotected.
Fixed objects (utility poles) and
continuous non-recoverable hazards (for example, a drainage ditch or a rock face)
on an approach to an intersection could cause driver apprehension and distraction
from the essential driving task through the intersection.
Drivers can become more apprehensive and distracted when their attention is
diverted by non-protected fixed objects located close to the nearest driving lane.

F.

Advertising Signs
Advertising signs are unique in that they
are specifically designed to attract drivers’
attention. Advertising signs differ by size,
complexity of the message (static or
variable), and clutter (one or multiple
signs placed next to one another).

Drivers can become more distracted when one or more of these scenarios exist on
an intersection approach: a high number of advertising signs, signs equipped with
movable messages, and multiple signs placed next to one another.

8
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G.

Congestion

Congestion is a time-dependent operational characteristic of intersections. For the
purpose of this research, the presence of congestion was treated as a physical
characteristic. Intersections that experience high volumes of congestion require
drivers to be more alert and focused on their surroundings, increasing the driver
workload. The presence of more vehicles on an approach may create distraction
from the essential driving task due to the need to cope with the variables
introduced by many other nearby drivers.
Drivers can become more distracted when an intersection approach experiences
relatively frequent congestion throughout the day.

H.

On-Street Parking

When on-street parking is allowed on an intersection
approach and the parking demand is high or parking
turnover is relatively frequent, drivers on the approach
would need to slow or stop for vehicles getting in and out
of the parking lane. Drivers would also need to pay
attention to pedestrian activities associated with getting to
and from the parking lane and the other side of the street.
Drivers can become more distracted when an intersection approach
accommodates on-street parking and either the parking demand or parking
turnover is high.

I.

Bus Stops

Bus stops on an intersection approach produce several different forms of potential
distraction, including bus operations (buses slowing, stopping, merging and
accelerating), passenger operations (pedestrians crossing, congregating,
embarking and disembarking), and advertising on bus shelters.

9
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The potential for driver distraction is increased when relatively frequent activities
occur at a bus stop on an intersection approach (high number of bus routes being
served or bus service is on frequent intervals) and/or advertisements are placed at
the bus shelters.

J.

Miscellaneous

The miscellaneous category is designed to account for any other intersection
features not covered by other criteria. These features include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Storefronts and patios
Entertainment features (amusement park or swimming pool)
Natural feature (lake, scenic viewpoint)
Park or playground
Banners
Landmarks (gateway treatments, famous architectural features or buildings)
Public art displays, festive decoration, roadside memorials

The potential for driver distraction is increased when one or more features
described above exist on an intersection approach and this may be compounded
when the feature(s) generate relatively high pedestrian activity.

3.2

Quantification Methodology

With the ten criteria considered, a methodology was developed to conduct a
quantitative assessment of the intersection distraction level.
A rating system was established for each criteria to capture the factors contributing
to the collision risk. Risk levels were assigned, and were validated using various
intersections from the study database. For half of the criteria, a simple calculation
is required to determine the appropriate risk level. Details for assessing the risk
for each criterion are included in APPENDIX B. An example of the risk levels is
shown in TABLE 3.1 for the access criteria.

10
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TABLE 3.1 RANGE OF RISK SCORES (EXAMPLE: ACCESS CRITERIA)
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction
No Distraction

Score
5
4
3
2
1
0

Range of Points / Ratio
more than 800
>600 to 800
>400 to 600
>200 to 400
200 or less
0

The methodology developed is as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Compute the total distraction score based on the ten criteria for each intersection
approach (note: a higher distraction score reflects higher visual complexity).
Obtain approach traffic volumes for each intersection.
Weigh the intersection approach distraction scores by the approach traffic volumes, by
the equation below:
(D1)*(V1) + (D2)*(V2) + (D3)*(V3) + (D4)*(V4)
(V1 + V2 + V3 + V4)
D = distraction score
V = approach volume

4.

Obtain collision rate and collision frequency (minimum three years of data) information
for each intersection.

3.3

Study Data

For the purpose of this study, only fully signalized, four-legged intersections in
urban or sub-urban areas were evaluated. Twenty-three Greater Vancouver
intersections and five Calgary intersections were included in the analysis. Based
on a preliminary subjective assessment, each intersection was assigned into one
of three groups (High, Moderate, Low) representing its overall complexity. This
assessment was made based on local driving experience, and confirmation
through site visits, and is indicated in the right-most column of TABLE 3.2.
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TABLE 3.2 INTERSECTIONS INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION
City

Province

Intersection Name

Land Use*

Vancouver

BC

Urban

Vancouver

BC

Urban

High

Vancouver

BC

Urban

High

New Westminster

BC

Suburban

High

New Westminster
Vancouver
Burnaby
Burnaby

BC
BC
BC
BC

Suburban
Urban
Urban
Urban

High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate

Burnaby

BC

Urban

Moderate

Coquitlam

BC

Urban

Moderate

Coquitlam

BC

Commercial Drive and Broadway
Renfrew Street and Hastings
Street
Nanaimo Street and Hastings
Street
Columbia Street and Begbie
Street
th
6 Street and Columbia Street
Nanaimo Street and Broadway
Willingdon Avenue and Kingsway
Kingsway and Griffiths Ave
Willingdon Avenue and Canada
Way
Brunette Avenue and Lougheed
Hwy
Barnet Highway and Johnson
Street

Complexity**
(Subjective)
High

Urban

Moderate

City of North
Vancouver
City of North
Vancouver
City of North
Vancouver

BC

15th Street and Lonsdale Avenue

Urban

Moderate

BC

3rd Street and Lonsdale Avenue

Urban

Moderate

BC

Fell Avenue and Marine Dr

Suburban

Moderate

Suburban

Low

Suburban

Low

Suburban

Low

Suburban

Low

Suburban

Low

Urban

Low

Coquitlam

BC

Coquitlam

BC

New Westminster

BC

New Westminster

BC

New Westminster

BC

New Westminster

BC

Table continues on next page.
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Mariner Way and Dewdney Trunk
Road
Johnson Street and Guildford
Way
8th Street and 8th Avenue
th
McBride Boulevard and 8
Avenue
Braid Street and East Columbia
Street
Braid Street and Brunette
Avenue
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TABLE 3.2 INTERSECTIONS INCLUDED IN THE EVALUATION – CONTINUED
City
City of North
Vancouver
District of North
Vancouver
District of North
Vancouver

Province

Intersection Name
th

Land Use*

Complexity**
(Subjective)

Suburban

Low

BC

Fell Avenue and 16

BC

Delbrook/Westview and West
Queens

Suburban

Low

BC

Mountain Hwy and Kirkstone

Suburban

Low

Urban

High

Suburban

Moderate

Urban

Moderate

Urban

Moderate

Suburban

Low

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Nose Hill Drive and Crowfoot
Way
Shaganappi Trail and Northland
Drive
4th Street and 40th Avenue NW
Bonaventure Drive and
Southland Drive
Northmount Drive and Northland
Drive

* “Urban” is defined as medium to high development density, including Downtown areas, Central Business
Districts and commercial districts. “Suburban” is defined as lower development density, and uses are often
auto-oriented, located on the outskirts of a City
** Based on local driving experience, and confirmation through site visits. Three categories were identified:
High, Moderate and Low.

A site visit was conducted for each intersection to identify the presence of various
physical features within one hundred metres of each approach. Photos were
taken on site for subsequent references. Measurements were also taken on-site
for the computation of risk level for criteria that makes reference to the distance
from the STOP bar.
To facilitate data analysis, a spreadsheet was used to document user input and to
calculate the total distraction score for each intersection approach.
Evaluation results and photos of selected intersections are presented in
APPENDIX C.
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4.0

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

4.1

Relationships of Interest

The main hypothesis to be evaluated is that signalized intersections with lower
levels of visual distraction have better safety performance.
For safety
performance comparison, both overall intersection crash frequencies and crash
rates were considered. If the hypothesis is true, a linear relationship with a strong
coefficient of variation value (R2) to the best fit line should be evident from the data
analysis, corresponding to a high measure of goodness-of-fit. This would also
suggest that relatively poor safety performance can be expected for intersections
with higher levels of distraction. R2 values that are closer to 1.0 are considered to
indicate stronger relationships.
Other relationships of interest that were tested with the available data include the
following:
•
•
•

4.2

Relationship between distraction level and crash performance for urban
intersections only;
Relationship between distraction level and crash performance for suburban
intersections only; and,
Relationship between safety performance and individual distraction criteria.

Data Analysis Results

Based on the evaluation methodology described in Section 3.2, the intersection
distraction scores were calculated and weighted by the approach traffic volumes.
The results are summarized in TABLE 4.1. According to the evaluation
methodology, the least possible score is 5 and the highest possible score is 74.
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TABLE 4.1 DISTRACTION SCORES FOR STUDY INTERSECTIONS
City

Province

Vancouver

BC

Vancouver

BC

Vancouver

BC

New
Westminster
New
Westminster

BC
BC

Burnaby

BC

Vancouver

BC

City of North
Vancouver

BC

Coquitlam

BC

City of North
Vancouver

BC

Coquitlam

BC

Burnaby

BC

Burnaby

BC

City of North
Vancouver
New
Westminster
New
Westminster
New
Westminster
Coquitlam

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

Intersection Name
Commercial Drive and
Broadway
Renfrew Street and
Hastings Street
Nanaimo Street and
Hastings Street
6th Street and
Columbia Street
Columbia Street and
Begbie Street
Willingdon Avenue and
Kingsway
Nanaimo Street and
Broadway
15th Street and
Lonsdale Avenue
Barnet Highway and
Johnson Street
rd
3 Street and Lonsdale
Avenue
Brunette Avenue and
Lougheed Hwy
Kingsway and Griffiths
Ave
Willingdon Avenue and
Canada Way
Fell Avenue and
Marine Dr
McBride Boulevard and
8th Avenue
Braid Street and East
Columbia Street
Braid Street and
Brunette Avenue
Johnson Street and
Guildford Way
Delbrook/Westview
and West Queens

District of N.
BC
Vancouver
City of North
BC
Fell Avenue and 16th
Vancouver
Table continues on next page.

Land
Use*

Complexity**
(Subjective)

Distraction
Score

Urban

High

45.00

Urban

High

42.90

Urban

High

41.00

Suburban

High

39.00

Suburban

High

31.30

Urban

Moderate

34.50

Urban

Moderate

32.00

Urban

Moderate

30.75

Urban

Moderate

30.30

Urban

Moderate

29.50

Urban

Moderate

25.90

Urban

Moderate

24.75

Urban

Moderate

23.50

Suburban

Moderate

22.50

Suburban

Low

21.60

Suburban

Low

20.50

Urban

Low

19.40

Suburban

Low

15.40

Suburban

Low

15.40

Suburban

Low

14.75
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TABLE 4.1 DISTRACTION SCORES FOR STUDY INTERSECTIONS –
CONTINUED
th

New
Westminster

BC

Coquitlam

BC

District of
North
Vancouver

BC

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

Calgary

AB

th

8 Street and 8
Avenue
Mariner Way and
Dewdney Trunk Road
Mountain Hwy and
Kirkstone
Nose Hill Drive and
Crowfoot Way
Bonaventure Drive and
Southland Drive
Shaganappi Trail and
Northland Drive
4th Street and 40th
Avenue
Northmount Drive and
Northland Drive

Suburban

Low

14.00

Suburban

Low

13.40

Suburban

Low

11.10

Urban

High

29.39

Urban

Moderate

23.49

Suburban

Moderate

21.88

Urban

Moderate

20.37

Suburban

Low

18.86

* “Urban” is defined as medium to high development density, including Downtown areas, Central Business
Districts and commercial districts. “Suburban” is defined as lower development density, and uses are often
auto-oriented, located on the outskirts of a City
** Based on local driving experience, confirmed through site visits. Three categories were identified: High,
Moderate and Low.

Intersections that were subjectively assessed to have high complexity obtained a
range of distraction scores of around 30 or higher. Those assessed having
moderate complexity obtained a range of distraction scores from 20 to 35.
Intersections assessed having low complexity obtained a range of distraction
scores from 11 to 22. The methodology to quantify distraction therefore proved to
be a useful measure to translate a subjective assessment of intersection
complexity into a numerical score.
The next step was to compare the distraction scores of the three groups against
documented safety performance. Separate graphs have been prepared for British
Columbia (Greater Vancouver) and Alberta (Calgary) intersections. This was
done to avoid comparison of safety performance data from separate databases,
given the discrepancies in collision reporting protocols.
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Main Hypothesis - intersections with lower levels of visual distraction have
better safety performance
The comparisons of the three signalized intersection groups with varying level of
distraction with average collision rate and average collision frequency are
presented in FIGURE 4.1a for Greater Vancouver and FIGURE 4.1b for Calgary.
The results indicate a generally positive relationship between distraction score and
collision rate, as well as between distraction score and collision frequency.
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FIGURE 4.1 MAIN HYPOTHESIS DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

More detailed analysis for each of the three distinct groups of Greater Vancouver
intersections was conducted to assess the relationship with safety performance,
as measured by collision rate. The results are shown in FIGURE 4.2.
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The R2 values suggest that a relatively strong relationship exists between safety
performance and distraction scores for intersections that have higher levels of
distraction.
Positive relationships also exist for intersections with moderate and lower level of
visual distractions; however, these relationships are not as strong.
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The three different “bands” of distraction scores and three different linear
relationships indicate that the sensitivity related to the potential of safety
performance degradation due to visual distractions varies depending on the
intersection complexity. As intersections become highly complex, the level of
complexity has a noticeably stronger relationship with safety performance. This
suggests that there is a certain threshold of driver workload that, once exceeded,
starts to strongly influence safety performance.
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FIGURE 4.2 EVALUATION OF GOODNESS OF FIT FOR GREATER
VANCOUVER INTERSECTIONS - CONTINUED

The analysis results provide useful information for agencies wishing to estimate
safety performance based on distraction level. The equations of the best fit lines
shown in FIGURE 4.2 are provided in TABLE 4.2.
TABLE 4.2 EQUATIONS OF BEST FIT LINES
DISTRACTION
LEVEL
High
Moderate
Low

RANGE OF
DISTRACTION
SCORE
31.30 to 45.00
22.50 to 34.50
11.10 to 21.60

2

R VALUE

BEST FIT LINE EQUATION

0.75
0.15
0.31

y = 2.97x + 31.4
y = 0.91x + 24.9
y = 1.69x + 11.4

It is noted that some overlap occurs between the low-end of the “high” distraction
level range and the high-end of the “moderate” distraction level range.

Relationship of Interest 2: Urban Intersections
Based on the analysis, a linear relationship does not exist exclusively between
intersection distraction score and safety performance for urban intersections in
Greater Vancouver.
However, according to FIGURE 4.1(b) for Calgary
intersections, a positive relationship does exist between distraction score and
safety performance for the Calgary urban and suburban intersections. This area
of research may be useful to expand in the future with additional data points.
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Relationship of Interest 3: Suburban Intersections
Based on the analysis, a linear relationship does not exist exclusively between
intersection distraction score and safety performance for suburban intersections in
Greater Vancouver.

Relationship of Interest 4: Safety Performance and Individual Distraction
Criteria
Analysis was conducted to compare overall intersection safety performance
against the individual distraction criteria scores. The distraction scores were
compared to individual physical features, to test whether any single source of
distraction was more strongly related to safety performance.
The results indicated that the distraction caused by advertising signs had the
strongest relationship with safety performance, but with a relatively weak R2 value
of 0.21. Other individual sources of distraction had weaker correlations with
safety. This suggests that the overall driver workload level, as influenced by a
multitude of distraction-inducing information sources, has a more direct impact on
safety performance than individual physical features.
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4.3

Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this study was to assess the hypothesis that intersections with
lower distraction levels have better safety performance. A methodology was
developed to objectively quantify intersections based on ten categories of externalto-vehicle features that are typically present at intersections. The distraction levels
were then compared with documented safety performance, including average
crash rates and average crash frequencies.
Based on the analysis results, the following can be concluded:
•

The assessment of potential driver distraction at signalized intersections
can now be assessed quantitatively. This research presents a method to
translate subjective assessments of signalized intersection complexity into a
numerical driver distraction score.

•

There is a positive relationship between intersection safety performance
and the level of distraction due to external-to-vehicle features. The
relationship appears to be relatively significant for intersections with higher
level of visual distraction. An R2 value of 0.75 was found for the relationship
between distraction score and collision rate at five high complexity
signalized intersections.

•

The combined effect of the various distraction-inducing intersection features
is more important that any single physical intersection characteristic.
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4.4

Further Research Opportunities

The following is recommended for the consideration of C-TEP to carry this study
further:
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•

Collaborating with other road and/or research agencies to expand the data
set with additional intersections.

•

Some roadway infrastructure may have different impacts on drivers during
daytime and night time conditions (for example, signal heads have relatively
better visibility during night time when they are equipped with reflective
backplates; pavement markings may be less visible during night time;
certain static advertising signs may be less “eye-catching” during night
time). A study that compares driver distraction during night time conditions
against safety performance during night time may be considered.

•

Expand the study to include types of traffic control other than signalized
intersections.
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Traffic Safety Evaluation of Video Advertising Signs
Smiley, Alison; Persaud, Bhagwant; Bahar, Geni; Mollett, Calvin; Lyon, Craig;
Smahel ,Thomas; and Kelman, W. Leslie. (2005)
Road Authorities are under pressure from advertisers to be allowed to erect video
advertising signs at downtown intersections and along urban expressways. The
following assessments of traffic safety impacts related to such signs ware carried
out at the request of the City of Toronto:
Study 1: Eye’s fixation - driver’s eye movements were recorded as they drove past
video signs.
Study 2: Conflicts - conflicts on approaches where the video signs were visible and
conflicts on the approaches were the signs were not visible were compared.
Study 3: Headways and speeds - measures of headway and speed were obtained
from loop detectors on an affected section of an urban expressway before and
after installation of a video sign.
Study 4: Crashes - crashes related to the signs were obtained.
Study 5: Public Survey
On the basis of the eye fixation study (Study 1) and the public survey data (Study
5), it is apparent that video advertising can distract drivers inappropriately and lead
to individual crashes. However, evidence from study 2 and study 4 were not
consistent and suggests that the overall impacts of video advertisement signs on
traffic safety are likely minimal. On the basis of the above five studies, it cannot be
concluded that video advertising signs are either safe or unsafe.
Driver Distraction by Advertising: Genuine Risk or Urban Myth?
Wallace, B. (2003)
A literature review/meta-analysis was carried out with a view to answer the
following questions: is there a serious risk to safe driving caused by features in the
external environment, and if there is, what can be done about it? Review of the
existing literature suggests that, although the subject is under-researched, there is
evidence that in some cases over-complex visual fields can distract drivers and
that it is unlikely that existing guidelines and legislation adequately regulate this.
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Impact of Video Advertising on Driver Fixation Patterns
Smiley, Alison; Smahel, Thomas; and Eizenman, Moshe. (2004)
To assess driver distraction due to video advertising signs, eye fixation data was
collected from subjects who passed four video advertisement signs and various
traffic signals and street signs. On average, drivers glanced at the video
advertisement signs 45 percent of the occasions when the signs were present.
When drivers looked, they made 1.9 glances, on average, with an average
duration per glance of 0.48 second. No significant differences were found in the
number of glances made at traffic signals or street signs.
A comparison of the results with those of other studies showed that video signs
were less likely to be looked at than traffic signs. The results apply to particular
video signs in particular environments suggesting that distraction caused by video
signs is a site-specific issue versus a general issue. Another on-road study
indicates that a video sign on a curve that is close to the line of sight and visible for
an extensive period is particularly distracting.

Visual Search at Intersection: An Eye-Movement Analysis
Gale, Ag and Theeuwes, J. (1996)
This study examines the balance between top-down search and data-driven
search. Top down search is induced by the expectations of the road user and
data-driven search is induced by properties of the visual scene. When reviewing
video recordings of intersection approaches, subjects searched for a blue traffic
sign which was embedded in the intersection scene. Given the layout of the
particular scene, the target sign could be located at expected or unexpected
location within the scene. Depending on the situation, another traffic sign or
pedestrian crossing was present in the scene. The results reveal the importance of
top-down induced search in natural traffic scenes: eye movements were first
directed to those locations where target objects were likely to be found. The
importance of the role of expectation induced strategic search was strengthened
by the finding of a distracting sign. Pedestrian presence had little effect on search
patterns.
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Advertising and Information alongside the Road
SWOV Institute for Road Safety Research (2006)
Advertising and information billboards along the roadside can distract a driver from
the driving task. Particularly, billboards with moving parts that draw the driver's
attention can endanger road safety. Billboards placed at road level distract the
attention more than advertising which is placed at a greater height. At the
provincial and municipal level, the Netherlands does not yet have uniform
guidelines for the placement of advertising and information billboards along the
roadside at the moment. Further research, for instance making use of simulator
studies or field experiments, can possibly shed more light on the effects of such
boards.
Attraction and Distraction of Attention with Roadside Advertisements
Crundall, D.; Vanloon, E.; and Underwood, G. (2006)
Advertisement companies know that the position of roadside advertisements is an
important factor in attracting the attention of passing cars; however, little is known
about how the location of these kinds of advertisements may distract the drivers
from important driving tasks. This study compared street-level advertisements
(SLAs; predominantly bus shelters) with raised-level advertisements (RLAs) of the
same size that were suspended 3 metres above the ground on their ability to
attract driver attention under different task conditions. Participants were split into
two groups and watched video clips of driving, rating them for hazardousness
while their eye movements were recorded. The clips were filmed via a dashboardmounted digital video camera filming through the windscreen of a car around the
streets. Thirty four video clips were created, half of which contained a street-level
advertisement (the bus shelter advertisement). The other half contained a raisedlevel advertisement. One of the groups was additionally primed to attend to
advertisements. SLAs received the most eye fixations when participants were
solely looking for hazards, and the fewest eye fixations when primed to look for
advertisements. The experiment concluded that SLAs attract and hold attention at
inappropriate times compared to raised-level advertisements.
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Roadside Advertising
Hughes, H. (2006)
Drivers are dealing with an increasingly complex driving environment: more traffic,
more variety of vehicles sharing the roads in separately designated lanes, and
more complex road and highway systems. The level of focus required is greater
than ever and yet, so too, are the internal and external distractions. Outside
distractions include objects, people, events such as roadside emergencies, and
what has been referred to as “the amazing and always growing palette of outdoor
advertising media”.
A study was conducted in the United Kingdom to explore in more depth whether
external driver distractions are important factors in collisions. The main findings
were that external-to-vehicle driver distraction is a significant contributory factor to
road accidents and that these incidents are under-reported. This study also
suggested that billboards and signs may be distracting in two specific situations: at
intersections, and along stretches of highway. Advertisements and signs placed
near intersections reportedly create a major threat to road safety. They certainly
create visual ‘clutter’ that makes it harder for drivers to perceive traffic lights and
other safety signs/devices.

External-To-Vehicle Driver Distraction
Wallace, B. (2003)
There is a large amount of scientific evidence to support the hypothesis that
drivers can become distracted as they drive. Studies indicate that a substantial
percentage of this distraction can be classed as ‘external-to-vehicle’. Information
from accident databases suggests that external-to-vehicle driver distraction is a
major contributory factor to road accidents. However, it is likely that these
incidents are under-reported. The real risks may therefore be greater than official
statistics suggest.
The evidence suggests that there are two specific situations where the risk factor
of billboards and signs is at its highest: at intersections, and on long monotonous
roads (such as motorways).
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There is overwhelming evidence that advertisements and signs placed near
junctions can function as distracters by creating clutters and increasing drivers’
workload. It is also likely that drivers can become distracted by lights or billboards
on long ‘boring’ stretches of road.
Overall, the literature review found that advertising/billboards can function as
distracters in specific situations. However, more research is needed to discover in
what particular situations they pose as a high level of threat to traffic safety, and
the precise extent of the safety risk.

Research Review of Potential Safety effects of Electronic Billboards on Driver
Attention and Distraction
Federal Highway Administration (2001)
Advances in outdoor display technology, coupled with decreases in cost, support
an interest in expanding deployment of high resolution and dynamic imaging in
outdoor advertising. This raises questions on the effects that electronic billboards
(EBBs) and other dynamic signs such as tri-vision signs may have on driver
distraction. The purpose of this report is to present a review of the literature on the
safety implications of electronic billboards, to identify knowledge gaps in the
findings of the review, and to develop a research plan to address the knowledge
gaps. The general approach in this review was to identify information about
potential safety implications of EBBs. Factual data regarding billboard safety were
sought through a review of existing literature research and information obtained
from government staff. Because driver distraction is of interest in other areas of
research, such as cellular telephone use and in-vehicle visual information
equipment, the report examines these areas for possible cross-fertilization results.
Since this report is solely a review of existing literatures and no formal research
was conducted, it is concluded that more formal studies are needed to be
conducted. Roadway characteristics which were recognized for future research
include horizontal and vertical curves, intersections, work zones, and EBB
billboard spacing.
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Evaluating the Effects of Bilingual Traffic Signs on Driver Performance and Safety
Jamson, SL., Tate, FN. and Jamson, AH. (2005)
Variable message signs (VMS) can provide immediate and relevant information to
road users and bilingual VMS can provide great flexibility in countries where a
significant proportion of the population speak an alternative language to the
majority. The aim of the study was to determine whether or not the visual
distraction associated with bilingual VMS signs of different configurations (length,
complexity) impacted on driving performance. A driving simulator was used to
allow full control over the scenarios, road environment and sign configuration and
both longitudinal and lateral driver performance was assessed.
Drivers were able to read one- and two-line monolingual signs and two-line
bilingual signs without disruption to their driving behaviour. However, drivers
significantly reduced their speed in order to read four-line monolingual and fourline bilingual signs, accompanied by an increase in headway to the vehicle in front.
This implies that drivers are possibly reading the irrelevant text on the bilingual
sign.

Outdoor Advertising Contributes to Road Collisions
Snelco-Pro Public Relations Consultants (1995)
This article reports an interview with the South African transport and traffic
engineer Dr. John Sampson about the adverse effects of outdoor advertising signs
on road safety. He considers that their inappropriate use contributes to road
accidents, and that their use should be controlled in potentially dangerous
situations. Drivers are more likely to make errors if advertising signs are added to
the many other distractions that may be present. Advertising inevitably distracts,
as it is designed to attract attention and usually succeeds in doing so. The latest
advertisements, which contain graphics that move, distract even more. Sampson
advocates prohibiting advertisements near: (1) road signs; (2) intersections; (3)
traffic signals; (4) on-ramps; and (5) off-ramps. Very few moving, rotating or
changing signs should be allowed. However, distractions, such as advertisements,
can be beneficial on long stretches of open road, as they can help drivers improve
their concentration and not become mesmerised.
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Inquiry into Driver Distraction, Report of the Road Safety Committee on the Inquiry
into Driver Distraction
Parliament of Victoria, Road Safety Committee (2006)
There is a need for Victorian road authorities to develop and adopt a clear concise
definition and categorisation of driver distraction. Many poorly considered road
signs can create visual clutter, resulting in one form of driver distraction. There is a
need for relevant authorities to develop appropriate guidelines to regulate the
location, size, and content of all road authority and other signs within road
reserves to minimize potential driver distraction.
Driver distraction can also be caused by advertising signs. Advertising within or
near road reserves can come in many forms. Various forms of advertising are also
placed on vehicles, including public buses, trams and taxis.
Video-type signs, also referred to as electronic billboards, provide moving
graphical material, sometimes combining news headlines and news/film clips with
an accompanying advertisement. A more consistent approach to the installation,
use and content of scrolling, moving and video-style advertising within and
adjacent to road reserves is required.

Advanced Traveller Information Systems: Driver Safety, Perceptions and
Preferences
Srinivasan, Raghavan; Jovanis, Paul
This paper describes research that was conducted to study driver distraction,
preferences, and perceptions associated with different types of advanced traveller
information systems. The first part of the research conducted simulator
experiments to study driver distraction and workload associated with in-vehicle
route guidance systems. Participants used several route guidance systems to
navigate to a destination in a simulated world. Systems evaluated included headup and head-down turn-by-turn displays, electronic route maps, audio messages,
and paper maps. Audio systems, alone and in combination with an electronic
device, were consistently less distracting than other systems, although some
found them to be annoying. Drivers reacted faster to external events with a headup turn-by-turn display compared to a head-down turn-by-turn display. Simpler
electronic route maps (i.e., with fewer street names) were less distracting than
complex ones.
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The second part of the research was a survey which explored driver perceptions
and preferences associated with different ways of providing congestion and
incident information, and information on alternate routes to the destination when
congestion is detected on the original intended route. Participants rated fourteen
systems on several attributes including ease of use, preparation for turn, clarity of
information, and distraction from driving.

Publicity along the Road and Traffic Safety
Hagenzieker, MP (1994)
In this report, a qualitative answer is given to the question whether placing
advertising signs at intersections and along roadways has an influence on traffic
safety. It can be stated in general to a certain degree drivers are well able to
determine whether they should pay attention to advertising. Confusion between
advertising and traffic signs or other traffic signals should be prevented as much
as possible.
From the traffic safety point of view, it is important to develop a norm that
determines to what degree distraction caused by advertising signs along roads
can be. The assumption is that the longer roadside advertising holds the road user
attention, the greater the chance of seeing traffic-relevant objects either too late or
not at all.
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A. Laning
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction

Score
10
8
6
4
2

Range of Points / Ratio
10 and over
8 to 9
6 to 7
4 to 5
0 to 3

1. Determine the number of lanes in each category:
Left Only (L)
Left and Through (L-Th)
Through Only (Th)
Through and Right (Th-R)
Right Only (R)
HOV
Bike
2. Calculate the total number of points for an approach by adding the sum of (# of lanes)*(rating) for all the lane categories.
Lane Type
Left Only (L)
Left and Through (L-Th)
Through Only (Th)
Left and Through and Right (L-Th-R)
Through and Right (Th-R)
Right Only (R)
HOV
Bike

Rating
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

B. Traffic Signal Infrastructure
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction

Score
5
4
3
2
1

Range of Points / Ratio
less than 0.5
0.5 to 0.8
>0.8 to <1.0
1.0 to 1.5
more than 1.5

Select "5" if an active railroad crossing is located within 50 metres of the approach, regardless of ratio

1. Calculate the ratio using (number of primary overhead signal heads)/(number of through lanes+ left turn
lanes)+(number of secondary signal head)+(number of tertiary signal head)
Include L, L-Th, Th, L-Th-R, Th-R and HOV lanes.
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C. Access (Driveways and Adjacent Intersections)
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction
No Distraction

Score
5
4
3
2
1
0

Range of Points / Ratio
more than 800
>600 to 800
>400 to 600
>200 to 400
200 or less
0

1. For each driveway or intersection, calculate a point using (100 - distance of driveway or
intersection from STOP bar)*(access activity rating)*(1+left turn movement rating)
2. Calculate the total for an approach by summing up the points of individual driveway or
intersection

D. Traffic Signs
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction
No Distraction

Score
10
8
6
4
2
0

Range of Points / Ratio
more than 90
>60 to 90
>40 to 60
>20 to 40
20 or less
0

1. For each sign, calculate a point using (sign size rating)*(sign complexity rating)*(mounting rating)
2. Calculate the total for an approach by summing up the points of individual signs

Sign Size
Small (< 5m2)
2
2
Medium (5m to 10m )
2
Large (>10m )

Rating
3
2
1

Examples
Typical street name, advisory, regulatory and warning signs
Guide signs
Guide signs

Sign Complexity
Very high
High
Medium
Low

Rating
4
3
2
1

Definition
Changeable message
Reading time longer than 5.0 seconds
Reading time between 3.5 to 5.0 seconds
Reading time less than 3.5 seconds

Mounting
Side-mounted
Overhead

Rating
2
1
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E. Fixed Objects
Score

Range of Points /
Ratio

Very High Distraction

2

n/a

Very Low Distraction

1

n/a

Scale

Definitions
Any non-breakaway fixed object or continuous nonrecoverable risk located within 1 metre of the nearest
Curb and gutter

F. Advertising Signs
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction
No Distraction

Score
15
12
9
6
3
0

Range of Points / Ratio
more than 50
>25 to 50
>10 to 25
>5 to 10
>0 to 5
0

Any advertising sign that is not an individual sign, for example, part of a storefront, should be
considered as part of the storefront in the "Miscellaneous" section.
1. For each sign, calculate a point using (sign size rating)*(sign complexity rating)*(clutter rating)
2. Calculate the total for an approach by summing up the points of individual signs
Sign Size
Small*
Medium*
Large*
Tri-vision billboard or
electronic billboard with
variable message**
*in context with adjacent buildings
**on- or off-premise signs

Rating
1
2
3
4

Variable Message
Variable message
Fixed message

Rating
10
1

Definition
Changing advertisements and/or motion videos
Fixed text and/or pictures

Clutter

Rating
1
2
3

Definition
Less than 3 individual signs
3 to 5 individual signs
more than 5 individual signs

Low
Medium
High
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G. Congestion
Score

Range of Points /
Ratio

High Distraction

3

n/a

Moderate Distraction

2

n/a

Low Distraction

1

n/a

Scale

Definitions
Frequent congestion on the approach (congestion experienced greater
than 25% of the day)
Some congestion on the approach (congestion experienced 10 to 25%
of the day)
Rare congestion on the approach (congestion experienced less than
10% of the day)

H. On-street Parking
Scale

Score

High Distraction

6

Moderate Distraction

4

Range of Points /
Ratio

Definitions

n/a

On-street parking allowed within 100 meters of approach. Presence of
parked vehicles obstructs adjacent lane with high parking demand and/or
frequent turnover due to short parking durations as per parking regulations.
High parking demand = parking occupied more than 50% of the day.

n/a

On-street parking allowed within 100 meters of approach. Presence of
parked vehicles obstructs adjacent lane with medium parking demand
and some turnover activities. Medium parking demand =
parking occupied between 25% and 50% of the day.

Low Distraction

2

n/a

On-street parking allowed within 100 meters of approach. Presence of
parked vehicles does not obstruct adjacent lane and has low parking
demand and few turnover activities. Low parking demand = parking
occupied less than 25% of the day

No Distraction

0

n/a

Absence of on-street parking within 100 metres of approach.

I. Bus Stops
Score

Range of Points /
Ratio

High Distraction

3

n/a

Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
No Distraction

2
1
0

n/a
n/a
n/a

Scale

B-6

Definitions
Bus loop or Park N’ Ride within 100 metres of approach OR a near side bus
stop serving 6 or more bus routes
A near side bus stop serving 3 to 5 bus routes
A near side bus stop serving less then 3 bus routes.
Absence of bus stop within 100 metres of intersection.
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J. Miscellaneous
Scale
Very High Distraction
High Distraction
Moderate Distraction
Low Distraction
Very Low Distraction
No Distraction

Score

Range of Points /
Ratio

15
12
9
6
3
0

over 30
>20 to 30
>10 to 20
>5 to 10
>0 to 5
0

1. For each item, calculate a point using (item rating)*(activity rating)
2. Calculate the total for an approach by summing up the points of each item
Item
Storefront
Patio
Entertainment Feature (e.g. amusement park or
swimming pool)
Natural Feature (e.g. lake, scenic viewpoint)
Park/Playground
Banners along the Approach
Landmark Building
Fountain OR Public Art Display OR Gateway sign
OR Flagpole OR Festive Decoration OR Roadside
Memorial
No Items

Rating
2
3

Activity Level
Very High Pedestrian Activity
High Pedestrian Activity
Moderate Pedestrian Activity
Low Pedestrian Activity
N/A or Very Low Pedestrian Activity

Rating
5
4
3
2
1

8
10
6
15
2
1
0
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Location: Broadway and Commercial Drive, Vancouver, BC
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 45

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
3/10
Advertising signs
9/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
2.5/5
Congestion
3/3
Access
1/5
On-street parking
2.5/6
Traffic signs
8.5/10
Bus stop
1/3
Fixed objects
1/2
Miscellaneous
13.5/15
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Location: Willingdon Avenue and Canada Way, Burnaby, BC
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 24.5

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
5/10
Advertising signs
3.75/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
3.5/5
Congestion
3/3
Access
1/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
3.5/10
Bus stop
0.5/3
Fixed objects
1/2
Miscellaneous
2.25/15
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Location: Mariner Way and Dewdney Trunk Road, Port Coquitlam, BC
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 13.4

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
3.5/10
Advertising signs
0/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
2/5
Congestion
1.25/3
Access
0.75/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
4.5/10
Bus stop
0/3
Fixed objects
1.25/2
Miscellaneous
0/15
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Location: Northmount Drive and Northland Drive, AB
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 18.86

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
3.5/10
Advertising signs
0.75/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
3/5
Congestion
2/3
Access
1/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
2/10
Bus stop
1.75/3
Fixed objects
1.75/2
Miscellaneous
3/15
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Location: Nosehill Drive and Crowfoot Way, AB
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 29.39

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
6/10
Advertising signs
3.75/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
2/5
Congestion
2/3
Access
0.5/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
2/10
Bus stop
2.25/3
Fixed objects
1.25/2
Miscellaneous
7.5/15
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Location: 4th Street and 40th Avenue, AB
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 20.37

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
2.5/10
Advertising signs
0.75/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
2/5
Congestion
2.25/3
Access
1.25/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
2.5/10
Bus stop
2.25/3
Fixed objects
1.5/2
Miscellaneous
5.25/15
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Location: Shaganappi Trail and Northland Drive, AB
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 21.88

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
7/10
Advertising signs
0/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
3/5
Congestion
2/3
Access
0/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
2/10
Bus stop
0/3
Fixed objects
1/2
Miscellaneous
7.5/15
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Location: Bonaventure Drive and Southland Drive, AB
Distraction score (weighted by approach traffic volumes): 23.49

Eastbound approach

Westbound approach

Northbound approach

Southbound approach

Evaluation Criteria / Score for intersection (before weighting by approach traffic volumes)
Laning
3/10
Advertising signs
0/15
Traffic signal infrastructure
3/5
Congestion
2.25/3
Access
2.5/5
On-street parking
0/6
Traffic signs
1.5/10
Bus stop
1.5/3
Fixed objects
1/2
Miscellaneous
9/15
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• Traffic Operations
• Transportation Planning
• Road Safety Engineering
• Transit and Sustainability
• Asset Management
• Project Management

